I. INTRODUCTION
In these days environment polluted and contaminated because of wide spread of smoke and chemical particles that contains in atmosphere. Contaminant particles such like Sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ) and Carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) are hazardous to health and living thing. The World Health Organization (WHO) has reported approximately 2.4 million people die every year due to air pollution and especially 1.5 million people die because of indoor air pollution [5] . The indoor air pollutant is not just from the emission of SO 2 and CO 2 but also from the volatile organic compounds, biological particles and etc [2] . People working in offices, sometimes rarely move out of office. The air-conditioning system which circulates air carries bacteria and fumes substance pollutants from the air-filter and blower blades. A study shows, in America 88% of people stay in building, 7% in vehicle and 3% stay outside, which means that 88% are classified as high risk of people exposed to indoor air contamination [4] . It is a challenge for maintenance engineers and building managers to maintain good air quality index. They must ensure that trapped contaminated air is circulated and diluted out of building [3] . The air conditioning system (HVAC) re-circulates indoor air should maintain comfortably by regulating the impact of heat and cool from outside air but it is difficult to compare between the re-circulated and outside air, which comes from air-duct. CO 2 is natural gas available in our atmosphere but the ppm reading of an indoor environment is obviously higher than the outdoor environment because of the exhalation. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) specified in a standard 55, that suitable indoor environment temperature range during summer must be approximately between 22.8°C to 26.1°C and during winter, approximately 20.0°C to 23.6°C. The ASHRAF specified humidity of a comfort environment must be between 30 to 60 percent [6] . The Fuzzy logic system (FLS) stimulates for precision on a group of data, which are vague, imprecise or ambiguous. FLS has four important parts which is fuzzifer, rules setting, inference engine and defuzzifier [1] . FLS Crisp input is a collective set of variable that converts to fuzzy set with using fuzzy language variables, linguistic terms and membership functions, this process is called fuzzification. Inferences are fuzzy rules to relay fuzzy set to make decision. Lastly, the defuzzification process produces crisp output from fuzzy membership functions. For example, Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of HVAC system for controlling temperature based on present temperature. The FLS reads the temperature and compares with the targeted temperature for controlling the compressor valve [1] . Figure 2 : FLS Surface View Figure 2 shows the surface view of the overall implementation of FLS. Six different rules created in fuzzy rule editor to form relationship using the fuzzy linguistic variables with operators.
II. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Figure 3: Defuzzified of Fuzzy Inputs
The crisp output and the slice membership function in Figure  3 evaluate every fuzzy input. The red circle in this figure shows the defuzzification value, which is 28.26°C. In this evaluation, the fuzzy minimum, average and maximum inputs are; 23.9°C, 27.1°C and 28.4°C.
III. RESULTS & DISSCUSSION
The standard deviation ( ) and mean ( ) measure to quantify dispersed variables of a data set. If a standard deviation value closer to zero then the evaluated data set is nearer to expected value. Mean is the central tendency of a random population. Mean analysis shows the closeness bound between more than two readings. The standard deviation ( ) analysis in Figure 4 is based on fuzzy predicted dataset. Temperature in zone three seems has least correlation with the temperatures predicted in zone 2 and 3. At 6:50 am and 9:00 pm the fuzzy predicated temperature values are nearer to each other in zone 1, 2 and 3.
The mean value analysis in Figure 5 , determines temperature with respect to recording time in each zone, which has almost same temperature value. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The indoor environment become unfriendly and affects human health. Fuzzy Logic used for predicting temperature of the next day. Mamdani FLS model is an effective model and reliable for a moderate data. The triangular linear fit function evaluates the fuzzy inputs to fire respective rules to obtain deffuzzified value. The standard deviation and mean show the correlation between the zones. Fuzzy predicts to certain level of moderate accuracy and significant to temperature change due to situation and external conditions.
